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1. INTRODUCTION 
True chaos can never arise in computer simulation of simple dynamical systems. Finite mantissa 
arithmetic implies that the trajectory of every point must be periodic, although the length of 
such periods may be very large. This phenomenon is well known in relation to pseudo-random 
number generation. A simple, if extreme xample of the effect of finite mantissa rithmetic is 
given by the Baker's map 
2z, for 0 < x < 1/2, 
g2(x)= 2(1-x) ,  for 1 /2<z<1,  (1) 
iterated on a machine with floating point arithmetic on the unit interval of the form f l ( z )  = 
m2 -N  , m = 0, 1,...  ,2 N. After at most N iterations, gN( f l ( z ) )  = 0 for all initial values z E [0, 1]. 
This has also been pointed out by Boyarsky [1]. 
Kloeden and Lorenz [3] studied the relationship between discretized methods of underlying 
processes with a uniformly asymptotic attractor A. They showed, via Liapunov theory, that 
there was a nearby attractive set A(h), dependent upon the step size h, but did not include 
considerations of finite discrete arithmetic in their analysis. Nusse and Yorke [6] included roundoff 
error, when iterating a numerical process, as "noise." They used itinerary theory [2] to prove 
that the noisy trajectory is usually close to a real trajectory of nearby parameter for tent maps 
px,  for 0 < x < 1/2, 
g , ( z )= /z(1-x),  for 1 /2<x<1,  (2) 
for/~ E (1,2), and quadratic maps 
Fu(z) - px(1 - z) , 1 </z < 4. (3) 
See [6] for a discussion of the exceptional cases. 
This paper takes a somewhat different approach to the problem of numerical processes with 
finite mantissa rithmetic, and uses completely elementary techniques. We study discretized 
numerical versions of unimodal maps from the unit interval to itself. Analogues of continuity 
and an intermediate value theorem are used to construct "return points" rather than periodic 
orbits, to accommodate the worst possible case (1). Floating point versions of differentiation of
discretized unimodal functions, and a mean value theorem, do however provide a framework for 
showing the existence of periodic regimes for more general unimodal mappings than (3). The 
treatment could be loosely described as a floating point version of the analytic program of Lanford 
[4]. 
Larry Stout raised the question of what periods occur on a computer in a very stimulating conversation at IFSA89. 
Bernadette Bouchon and Jean-Yves Jaffray helped provide a congenial and stimulating research environment. 
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2. PREL IMINARIES  
Let I =- [0, 1] and let N be a fixed positive integer serving as the exponent of a floating 
point arithmetic. For each positive integer n <__ N, a n-mesh of I consists of the n-meshpoinls 
ta -a2  -n , a=0,1 , . . . ,2" .  For a l l xE l ,  write 
to, if to is the closest n -  meshpoint o x 
[x ]n= to- l ,  i f x=( to_ l+t~) /2 .  
Put  (I),~ = {to : a = 0 ,1 , . . . ,2"}  and, i fs, t E ( I ) ,  , s  < t, denote by (s,t)n the n-mesh intewal 
{a : s < ~r < t ,  a E (I),~}, with the a's written in order of ascending magnitude. If J C I is any 
compact subinterval of I, write (J),, = {[z], : x E J}, ordered similarly as above. If m < n is a 
positive integer, ( I ) '`  will be called a coarsening of (I),~. Clearly, if K is any compact subinterval 
of R, floating point arithmetic can be defined on K in a similar way and we will use the same 
notations [.], (.). 
Suppose that f : I --, R. is such that for each m, n < N ,  ( f ( ( I ) , ) ) , ,  is a bounded m-mesh 
interval, and write the image points of the n-mesh {to} as [f(t~)]m. 
DEFINITION 1.1. The modulus of nonseparation of f in I, w( f , l ) ,  is the maximum positive 
integer K <_ N such that 
[ [ f ( to)]N--  [f(to-x)]NI < 2 -K for all a- -  1 ,2 , . . . ,2  N. 
I f  J C I, write w( f  , J) for the modulus of nonseparation of fl.t. For example, the Baker's map g 
of (1) has modulus of nonseparation w(g, I) = N - 1. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let f : I -~ R be such that f (  (I)n) has a bounded m-mesh for all m < n < N, 
and suppose that w(f,  I) ~_ 1. Then f is said to be mesh continuous if, for each positive integer 
k _< w( f , I ) ,  there exist positive integers re,n,  m < n <_ N such that i f to - l , to  E ( I )n,  a = 
1,2 , . . . ,2  n, then 
I [f(to)] '` - [ f ( to-x)] '`[  < 2 -k • 
REMARK 1.3. I f  w( f , I )  < N ,  f cannot be surjective to (I)N. Observe that, if m < n be a 
small enough integer, then f will be surjective onto the m-mesh. The Baker's transformation is
surjective if 2m = n. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. I f  f : I --~ R is continuous and w(f,  I) > 1, then f is mesh continuous. If f 
is mesh continuous, then supl<n<N{f(ta : to E (l)n } is finite. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. I f  f ,  h : I --* R are mesh continuous, then f +h is mesh continuous. Moreover, 
there exists r0 > 0 such that r f  is mesh continuous for all It[ _< r0. 
PROOF. For t E ( I ) . ,  
[f(t)]m + [h(t)]'` - 2 -m < [(f + h)(t)]m < [f(t)]m + [h(t)]'` + 2 - "  , 
and so 
I[(f -4- h)(to)],~ - [(f -4- h)(ta-1)]'`[ 
_< [[f(to)] '` - [f(ta-l)]'`[-4-I[h(to)]'` - [h(to-1)] '` l  + 2 t - ' `  • 
Hence, if ~ = min(w(f ,  I), w(h, I ) ) ,  
max(f2 - 2,0) < w( f  + h , I )  < max( f2 -  1,0),  
and mesh continuity follows. For the other part, if w( f , I )  = N take r0 = 2N- l ;  otherwise, take 
r0 = max( l ,  2°~(/'t)-x). 
DEFINITION 1.6. f : [ ---* R Js said to have the mesh intermediate value property if, for each 
m < w(f ,  I) and A, B E ( f ( I ) ) , ,  for which a m-meshpoint C lies between A, B, there is an integer 
n < N such that there is at least one x E ( I ) ,  with [f(x)]m = C. 
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THEOREM 1.7. f : I ~ R is mesh continuous if and only if f has the mesh intermediate value 
property. 
PROOF. ONLY IF : Consider Wt. = {t 6. ( I ) ,  : [f(t)],~ < C} and assume that A < B, that 
f ( ta  = A and f ( t  a = B. Without Ires of generality, take ta < t# and suppose that A < C < B 
strictly on (A, B)m. Then WL is nonempty, containing at least t~, and has a maximum element 
ft. because it is a finite set. Similarly, WR = {t 6. ( I ) ,  : [f(t)]m > C} has a minimum element 
tR. If both [f(tz)], ,  < C and [f(tR)],~ > C, then tt., tn are adjacent points on the n-mesh and, 
moreover, I [ / ( tR ) ]m - [ f ( tn ) ] , . I  > 21-" .  But, in particular if n = N and for some /~,tn = 
/~2-N,tL = ( /~-  1)2 -N, this would mean that 
[[f(D2-N)],~ - [/((/~- l)2-N)]ml ~ 2 I-~ > 2-"(S,O, 
contradicting mesh continuity. Hence, equality holds for at least one of tt., ta. 
IF : Let k < w( f , I )  be given and suppose that, for all choices ofm,  n < N, i f ta_ l , ta  6. ( I ) ,  
then 
l[f(t~)]m - [f(ta-x)].~l > 2 -k • (4) 
For m > k, this implies that there is at least one m-meshpoint C between A = [f(to)]m and 
B = [f(t~_~)],,~. The mesh intermediate value property implies the existence of n', t such that 
t 6. ( t~- l , t~) , ,  and [f(t)],~ = C. Since t~_l,t~ are adjacent on ( I ) , ,  n' > n. If min{lA - 
CI, IB - CI} _< 2 -k, (4) is contradicted and we are done. If the minimum is greater than 2 -k, 
the procedure is repeated. At worst, for m = n = N, 
[[f(ta)]N - [f(ta-,)]N[ > 2 -k _> 2 -w(/'l) 
for t#- l ,  t~ 6. (I)N and this contravenes the definition of the modulus of nonseparation. 
3. MESH ITERATES 
Henceforth we consider self mappings of the unit interval I. For p = 1,2 , . . . ,  define no = N 
and np, np _< np-1, to be the largest integer such that f : ( I ) . ,_ ,  ~ ( I ) . ,  is surjective. For a 
mesh point t 6 (I),o, write f°(t)  = t,  fP(t) = [f(fP-*(t))],,  and call fP the p.th mesh iterate of 
f .  Define 
#(f , I )  = sup{p: np > I} . 
If J is a compact subinterval of I, denote by fP(J) the set {fP(t) : t 6. (J)no,P <- #( f ,  I)}. If 
' >np for mesh iterates from J to J. In this f maps J to itself, another sequence {n;,}, with np_  
case, write #( f ,  J) = sup{p : n~ > 1}. If g C I, #( f ,  J) > #( f ,  I) when each is defined. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let f : I --* I be mesh continuous. Then, for every p < #( f , I ) ,  the mesh 
iterate fP is defined and is mesh continuous. 
PROOF. It is sufficient o show that mesh iterates have the mesh intermediate value property, 
and we proceed inductively. Suppose that H = fp -1 ,  p < #( f ,  I) is mesh continuous, and 
consider f o H. Let u, v be np_l-meshpoints such that [f o H(u)]np < [f o H(v)] , , .  For every 
np-meshpoint ~ between these, there is z between [H(u)]n and [H(v)],,  %, <_ n <_ np-1, such 
that ~ = [f(z)]ap. But there is also w between u, v such that z = [H(w)],. That is, [f o H(w)] , ,  
is between If o H(u)], v and [f o H(v)]np, and so f o H has the mesh intermediate value property. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let f : I -.-* I be mesh continuous and let p be a positive integer. A point z 6. I 
is said to be a p-return point of f ir there exists re(p) <_ N such that x 6. (I)N , [fP(z)]m(p) = 
[xlm(p) and [fq(x)]m(q) # [z]m(q) for any q < p and re(q) > re(p). 
EXAMPLE 2.3. p-return points can be p-periodic points if there is a subinterval J C I such 
that #(f ,  J )  = do and, in this case, periods of arbitrarily high order up to consistency with the 
finite mantissa rithmetic will occur. However, this is not the case with the Baker's map where 
~(g2, I) = N-  1 and it is instructive to compute the return points. Let 1 < p < N and choose an 
integer kp such that N+I  < pkp + p < N + p. Let ap = 2N+l-P(1--2-P+2 - p . . . .  +(--1)kt2-Pk').  
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Then xp = (~3,2P)2-~ is a p-return point with m(p) = N -p. To see this, note that &-*(zF) = 
2P-l~~ = 2-‘( 1 - 2-P + . . + (-1)Lp2-pk~) is less than l/2, &-‘(xp) > l/2 and so 
gi(xp) = q 1 - 2p-‘rp) = 21-P(1 - 2-p + . . . + (_1)b-‘2-P(b-‘)), 
IXP - g5(xp)l = 2-pkp ) 
and so on (I)N-p , [!$(Xp)]N-p = xp. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let C be mesh continuous. For every m-mesh interval J such that J c (G(Z)),, 
there exists a n-mesh interval Q c (I),, such that J = (G(Q))m, 
PROOF. First, by mesh continuity, n may be chosen so that J = ([G(Q)]~, [G(b)],), for a,b E 
(I)“. Suppose that a < b. Let c be the greatest mesh point of (a, b)n for which [G(Q)]~ = 
[G(c)]~ and let c’ be the least meshpoint greater than c’ for which [G(b)],,, = [G(c’)],,,. Then 
(G((c, c’),,))~ = J and Q = (c, c’),. Similarly if a > b. 
LEMhlA 2.5. Let f be mesh continuous. Let {np}p~o be a (possibly finite) sequence of positive 
integers defining mesh iterates fp, and {Zp}p~~ a sequence of mesh intervals such that, for each 
p such that np+l exists, 
(JI Up)np c (%$. ; 
(4 (~p+l)n,+, c u(4J)n,+l . 
Then there is a sequence of N-mesh intervals { Qp}pl~ 
(Zp)“, for all p for which np+l exists. 
such that Qp+l c QP c 10 and (!P(Qp))n, = 
Moreover, for any 2 E J = n,, exists Qp, we have 
[fP(z)],,, E Z, for all definable mesh iterates fp. 
PROOF. Define QO = lo. Then (f”(Qo))n, = (lo),,, f or any no 5 Iv. Suppose that Qp-l has 
been defined in such a way that (/P-‘(Qp_l)),,,_, = (Zp_l),,,_,. Now, (Zp),p c (f(lp-l))n, = 
(fP(Qp-d)n,r by th e conditions and the definition of a mesh iterate. Apply lemma 2.4 to G = fp 
on Qp_l. Then there is a np-mesh interval Qp c (Qp-I),,, so that (fP(Qp))n, = (Zp)n,. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let G be mesh continuous. Let J be a n-mesh interval, J c (Z)n, and suppose that 
for some m _< n , (& c (G(J)),,,. Then there is a point x E (J)m such that [G(x)],,, = I. 
PROOF. Suppose that J = (b O, 1 m and let ao,al E (J),, be such that [j(rzi)lm = bi , i = 0,l. b ) 
Then [a~]~ - [f(ao)lm 1 0 and [al], - [J(u~)]~ 5 0. By Proposition 1.5 and Theorem 1.7, 
f(x) - E has the mesh intermediate value property, and the lemma follows. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Let S, Y be disjoint N-mesh intervals. The blaring index v = v(S, Y) is the 
least integer v such that 
(X)” r)(Y)” = 0 . 
THEOREh1: 2.8. Let f : Z -( I be mesh continuous and let {np} define mesh iterates fp. Suppose 
that there exist N-mesh intervals X,Y C (Z)N such that 
(i) Y c A- . 
(ii) (/(Yj)rl, r)(W,, = 0 . 
(iii) (S),, c (f2(Yj)n, . 
Then f has a p-return point for all p 5 #(f, I) such that nP 2 y(X,f(Y)). 
PROOF. For agiven p > 1, let Z,. = (f(Y))nV for r = O,l,. . . ,p-2, Z,_, = (X),p_,. Ifp = 1, put 
ZF = (f(Y))% f or P = 0,l. Construct the sets Qp as in lemma 2.5. Then Qp c Qo and (Qo)n, c 
(fP(QpNn,. BY 1 emma 2.6 there is a point xp E Qp such that [fP(zp)],,, = [x,],,, E (X),,. But 
xp could not “return” for an iteration q < p for, by lemma 2.5, [f((xp)],,, E (Zq)“, = (f(Y))“, 
which, for nq 2 np 2 ~(x,f(Y)). is disjoint from X and cannot possibly be [xp],.,,. Thus, xp is 
a p-return point of f. 
REMARK 2.8. The result is very much weaker than comparable results in continuum arithmetic, 
as for example those of [53. But, as we have seen in the Baker’s map, the coarsening of the mesh 
under iteration can severely constrtin the number of iterations that are even possible in floating 
point arithmetic. 
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4. PER IODIC  POINTS 
In all that follows, assume that J is a N-mesh subinterval of (/)N and that f : I ~ I, when 
restricted to J ,  has modulus of nonseparation v ( f ,  J )  -- N. In other words, f : (J)N --* (J)Jv 
is surjective. Clearly #( f , J )  = oo mad mesh iterates f~ exist for adl p - 0,1,2 . . . .  A point 
F • (J)N is said to be a periodic point of period p if y , f (y ) , . . .  ,fl,-1 are pairwise distinct and 
fP(y) = y. The orbit of y, O(f,/]) = {fn(y) : n = 0, 1, 2 , . . .  } : -  OF(f, y) is then called a p-cycle. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let f : IJ)N ---, (J)N and let t • (J)N. The upper and lower mesh gradients 
o f f  at t, O+ f(t) ,  O- f ( t )  are respectively defined by 
O+ f(t)  = 2N(f(t  4- 2 -N)  -- f ( t ) )  , provided t 4- 2 -N • (J)N , 
cg-f(t) -- 2N(f(t)  -- f(~. -- 2-N)) , provided t - 2 -N • ( J )N.  
Write At(L) -- max{10+f(t)l, 10-f(t)[) where both exist. 
PROPOSITION 3.2 (MESH MEAN VALVE THEOREM). Let s,t be distinct points of (J)N. Then 
I f ( t )  - f ( s ) l  < It - s lmax{Af ( , r )  : o" • ( s , t ) l v} .  
PROOF. Without loss of generality, suppose that s < t. If f (s)  = f(t)  the result is true. If 
f (s )  ~ f (t) ,  
f ( t )  -- f ( s )  
-- ( f ( t )  - f ( t  - 2-N) )  4- ( f ( t  -- 2 -N)  -- f ( t  -- 2 .2 -N) )  4 - . . .  + ( f ( s  4- 2 -N)  -- f ( s ) )  
= 2-N(o - f ( t )  4- O- f ( t  -- 2 -N)  4 - . - -4 -0 - f ( s  4- 2-N) )  
< 2 -N  max{Af (o ' )  : o" • (S , t lN}( t  -- S ) /2  -N  
because the sum has exactly (t - s)/2 -N terms. 
PROPOSITION 3.3 (MESH CHAIN RULE). Let f ,g  : (J)1~ "-* (J)N and suppose that g is mesh 
continuous, with modulus of nonseparation ~o(g, J) = N. The if t, g(t) are interior to (J)lv (i.e., 
not endpoints), 
A ( f  o g)(t) < Af(g(r ) )Ag(t)  for some r • (t -- 2 -N,  t + 2-Jv)N, 
PROOF. By Proposition 3.2, for some u* between [g(t)]N, [g(t -- 2-N)]N, 
IO-(f o g)Ct)l = 2Nlf(gCt)) - f(g(t - 2-N))[ 
< 2NAf (u* ) I [g ( t ) ] IV  - [g ( t  - 2- 'v ) ] lv l  . 
Since v(g, J)  = N, these values ofg are equal or adjacent mesh points on (J)N. Hence, At(u*)  -- 
Af(g(r l ) ) ,  where rl is one of t - 2-N,t .  Thus [a - ( f  o g)(t)[ < Af(g(rl)[a-g(t)].  Similarly, 
[0+(f o g)(t)[ <_ Af(g(r~))[a+g(t)[, where ~'2 is one of t, t + 2 -N, and the result follows. 
Clearly, if t and/or g(t) are endpoints of (J)N, a result involving lower and upper mesh gradients 
will still hold. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let f be a mesh continuous mapping from (J)N to itself, with o;(f, J) = N. 
Let t • (J)N and suppose that for a positive integer q, i f ( t ) ,  r = 0,1, . . .  ,q, is not an endpoint 
of( J~N. Then there exist r~ • ( t -  2 -N, t  + 2-N)N,  i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,q ,  ~'1 = t, such that 
A fq(t) < A f(fq-l(7"q))A f(fq-2(7"q-1) ) . . . Af ( r l )  . 
DEFINITION 3.5. An interval is said to be N-mesh connected if it consists of consecutive, a~acent 
N-mesh points t~, ta+l , . . .  ,t~+~. An endomorphism f of (J)N, where J is N-mesh connected, 
is said to be mesh unimodal if (J)N = J+ [.J J -  is a union of two N-mesh connected intervals and 
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f is nondecreasing on J+ and nonincreasing on J - .  Observe that J~ = J+ ~ J -  is nonempty, 
otherwise J could not be N-mesh connected and f also mesh unimodal. If there exists at least 
one point t • jc such that A f(t)  = 0, we say that f is Mt-unimodal. Call te = max{t • JC : 
A f ( t )  = 0} the unimode o f f .  A function is Mt-unimodal if J e has three or more points. 
Observe that if t is an interior point if J+, then both A - f ( t )  > O, A+ f(t)  > 0, while i l l  
is an interior point of J - ,  then both A- f ( t )  < O, A + f ( t )  <_ O. Analogous tatements hold for 
endpoints. 
EXAMPLE 3.6. Consider F~,(z) = p~:(1 - x) ,  1 < ~u < 4. Then, i fpa~21-N < 1, 
J+  = (0, 1/2 + e2-N)N , J -  = 0 /2  - a2 -N,  I)N , 
and je  = (1/2 - a2 -N,  1/2 + a2-N)N, and F~, is Ml-unimodal. 
A one-parameter family of mappings f~, is a map p ~ f ,  from a N-mesh parameter interval 
(po, poo) to the set )VtN( J) of all mesh continuous, Ml-unimodal mappings from (d)g to itself, 
which is mesh continuous also with respect to the parameter #. The unimode of f~, will be 
denoted by to(p). 
DEFINmON 3.7. A one parameter family f~, of Mt-unimodal mappings, from (J)N to itself is 
said to be full if 
(i) f~o(t) > tc(po ) for all t • (J)N. 
(ii) f.** maps (J)N onto itself in a two-to-one manner. 
(iii) f~(tc(p)) > t¢(p) for all p • (,u0,poo)N. 
(iv) For each p > 2 , p ~ f~ is mesh continuous on (Po, 1~oo)N. 
(v) p ~ t~(p) is mesh continuous on (po,poo)N. 
DEFINITION 3.8. A p-periodic regime for a one-parameter family f~, is a N-mesh connected 
subinterval ,]p of (Po,Poo)N such that, for each # • ffp, the corresponding map f~, has an 
attractive p-periodic orbit Op(f~, y). 
Such an orbit occurs if f~ is a contraction mapping on (J)N. By the mesh mean value theorem, 
it suffices that A f t (y )  < 1. In particular, the mesh chain rule implies that this holds when 
Ov(f~,, y) contains an element z for which O+fu(z) = 0. Then A f t (y )  = 0 and y is said to be an 
extremal of f~P. An Mt-unimodal map from ( J )g to itself which has such a p-periodic extremal 
is said to be p-superstable. From mesh continuity with respect o the parameter p, it follows that 
if f~, is a p-superstable member of a one-parameter family, then p lies in a p-periodic regime. 
That  is, from p mesh continuity, the existence of superstable members of a family guarantees the 
occurrence of corresponding periodic regimes. 
5. SUPERSTABLE MAPS 
Our principal result is the following: 
THEOREM 4.1. Let f~, be a full one-parameter family of Mt-unimodal mappings from ( J )g  to 
itself Then a finite number of periodic regimes exist. 
The proof is divided among the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.2. Write Sp(ll) = f~(tc(p)). Then Sp(po) > tc(po) and Sp(poo) < t~(poo), for each 
integer p >_ 2. 
PROOF. By (i) of Definition 3.7, f~,o(t~(p0)) > t~(p0) and the first inequality follows from a 19- 
fold mesh iteration by f~,0. Denote by s, t respectively the least and greatest meshpoints of (J)N. 
Now f~,~(tc(poo)) = t, for if it were less, this would contradict (ii) of Definition 3.7 because of 
mesh unimodality. Moreover, f~,~(t) = f~,~(s) = s and so f~.~(t~(poo)) = s < tc(poo). 
LEMMA 4.3. Each equation Sp(p) = to(p) has at least one solution p E (PO,P~)N , Po < P < 
Poo . 
PROOF. Since p ~ fP~, t~(p) are both mesh continuous (Definition 3.7, (iv),(v)), so also is Sp(p) -  
to(p) which thus has the mesh intermediate value property of Theorem 1.7, and the result follows 
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from lemma 4.2. The strict inequality for/* is a consequence of the strict inequalities, involving 
Sp(/*o) and Sp(pco), of that lemma. 
LEMMA 4.4. //'for some /* E (/*o,/*co)N , Sp-l(/*) = to(~*), then Sp(/*) > tc(/*). 
PROOF. Follows at once from (ii), Definition 3.7. 
LEMMA 4.5. For p = 2,3 .... , let/*(P) = max{/* : Sp(/*) = tc(/*)} and Pm~x = min{p : p(P) = 
/*co -- 2 -N}  • Then, for 2 < p _< Pmax, P(P) >/*(p- l ) .  I fm < p <_ Pmax and v 6 (/*o,/*co)N is any 
solution to Sm(~') = tc(u), then/*(P) > I,. 
PROOF. Set Gp(/*) = Sp(/*) - re( /* ) .  Suppose that p -  1 < Pmax. Then Gp_l(/*(P-l)) = 0, 
while Gp(/* (P-U) > 0 by the previous lemma. Since Gp(/*co) < 0, there is at least one /* 6 
(/*(p-1),/*co) N , /*(p-l) < /*  </*oo, such that Gp(/*) = 0. Consequently,/*(P) > /*@-1) > . . .  > 
/*(m) >__ v. The procedure nds when (/*(P),/*co)N contains no "interior" mesh point between the 
endpoints; that is to say, since Gp(/*co) < 0 and /*(P) can never equal /*co by definition, that 
/*(2) = /*vo - -  2 -N .  
LEMMA 4.6. Let p < Pmax. Suppose that there exist/*',/*" 6 (/*o,/*oo)N such that/*' </*" with 
= re(/*'), = >/*c2). Then there is a solution of Sp(/*) = to(~*) 
with ~, E (/*',/*")N. 
PROOF. Now, S~(/*") < re(/*") and so 
s . ( / * " )  = < tc(/*"). 
But by lemma 4.4, Sp(p') > te(p'). Hence Gp(p") < 0 < Gp(p') and the result follows. 
PROOF OF THE THEOREM.  It is sufficient to show the existence of p-superstable elements for 
arbitrary positive integers p <_ Pmax. That is, to find a solution ofSp(p) = tc(p),p _< pmax, which 
is not also a solution of Sin(p) = tc(p) for any divisor m of p. By lemma 4.6, for 3 < p < Prn~x, 
the inequality p' < ~, < p", where p" > p(2), relates parameters associated with superstable 
elements of respective period p - 1,p,p - 2. By lemma 4.5, ~, < p" < #@-2) and p(p-2) >/*(2), 
so the conditions of lemma 4.6 are again satisfied. The procedure can thus be continued until 
it terminates at p = Pmax. It remains to show that the procedure has a beginning. Lemma 
4.3 gives all superstable lements of prime period p S Pmax, Sp(/*p) = tc(/*p), where {/*p} /s a 
finite, increasing sequence on the parameter mesh. In particular,/*2 </*a. But/*~ is a solution 
also o f  S4(p) = re(p), so P(4) exists by/emma 4.5 (provided Pm~x > 4), and one commences 
with/*3 < /*(4) and/,(4) > p(~). Finally, since the family f ,  is Ml-unimodal, every parameter 
/* corresponding to a p-superstable solution lies in a mesh interval ffp (which may consist of  a 
single point), on which Af~ < 1 and ffp is a p-periodic regime. 
REMARK 4.7. Of course, in finite mantissa arithmetic, every parameter /* corresponds to a 
periodic orbit. But these may not be attractive. The point of Theorem 4.1 is that it shows the 
existence of attractive periods for connected mesh intervals of the parameter. It is these that are 
most likely to be noticed in computer simulation. 
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